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01NEUTRAL WALL 
COLORS

You might love that Clifford the Dog bright red 
wall….But buyers usually have their own vision of what a 
room should look like.

Ideally buyers should be able to project their ideas onto 
a room, and picture themselves in that space

Try to get out of your own taste to maximize appeal to 
potential buyers, and stick to a neutral colour pallet. 
White can sometimes be too stark and come off as 
sterile. However great color choices are light greys, light 
beiges, and off whites.



02BASIC 
MAINTENANCE

Repair plumbing leaks, secure your 
eaves (rain gutters), inspect the 
furnace (always put in a new filter 
prior to listing), and service the septic 
system (if applicable).

Repair leaky windows (if budget 
allows) and weed the flower beds.

These kinds of fixes go a long way 
toward increasing perceived value. 

Replacing windows can be a large 
investment if your windows are foggy 
try giving your local window repair a 
call they may be able to defog your 
windows for a fraction of the 
replacement cost.



03 BATHROOMS

It may not be economical to do a 
full bathroom renovation. 
However, it is possible to spend 
only a few hundred dollars to 
completely refresh the room.

Replace frosted glass for clear 
glass, clean the grout, remove 
rust stains, apply fresh caulk,
update doorknobs, replace old 
leaky and corroded faucets, and 
installing a new toilet can really 
freshen up the space.



04 FLOORS

Another often overlooked aspect 
when prepping your home for 
sale are the floors.

If your lucky enough to have 
original hardwood floors for 
$2000-$3000 you can have them 
professionally refinished to give 
them a more appealing look!

Broken tiles and squeaky floor
boards can be fixed easily
and make a huge difference in a
buyer's impression. Remove any 
worn or stained carpeting and 
linoleum flooring, and replace 
with an economical laminate, tile 
or hardwood floor.



05 RENT A STORAGE 
UNIT

Almost every home shows better
with less furniture. 

Remove pieces that block or 
hamper paths and walkways and 
put them in storage. If you home 
has smaller rooms try and 
showcase it with smaller pieces of 
furniture. This really helps to 
make the space feel bigger!

Leave just enough furniture to 
showcase the room's purpose!



06 CURB APPEAL

Scrutinize Your Curb Appeal!

A potential sale is toast if a buyer won't even get out of 
their car because the exterior of your home turns them off.

Start with the front door. Make it urge people to turn the 
handle and come inside.

Clear the sidewalks and mow the lawn. Paint faded window 
trim and plant some yellow flowers if the season allows. 
Yellow evokes a buying emotion and marigolds are 
inexpensive.



07 PHOTOGRAPHY 
MATTERS

When listing your home, whether you do it yourself or with 
a professional, make sure you or your agent is using a 
professional photographer.

Top notch media is the first impression your home makes 
on buyers, great photos, a video showcase, virtual tour and 
aerial drone are the staples that you should be looking for.

You might not know this but Treasure Coast House 
Hunters has a Listing Concierge team providing top notch 
marketing for your listing!



08 LIST WITH A 
PROFESSIONAL

Listing with professionals like us, you will get an upper hand 
on competition. Reach out today for a commitment free 
consultation, We'll provide insight on how to target market 
your home to the right buyer, pricing information and market 
conditions. If you're not ready to list with us now and you 
decide to list your house yourself, we're always happy to lend 
you a hand. Remember when we list your home you'll receive 
an incredible photoshoot, including drone shots and a virtual 
tour with breathtaking angles & views to make your home 
stand out above all others. You'll receive top notch online
marketing & advertising that will get your home seen and 
closed fast! 



We hope you found our information useful? Everyone has 
an opinion about Real Estate professionals, our hope is 
that we're helping change your out look to a more positive 
one. 


